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ON THE EFFECT OF 
SMALL LOSS PROBABILITIES IN 
INPUT/OUTPUT TRANSMISSION DELAY SYSTEMS 
Nico M. van Dijk 
Free University, The Netherlands 
Abstract A transmission system is studied with a two-stage delay structure of 
multiple input and output buffers and packet or message transmission loss p ro -
babilities such as due time-slotting or transmission errors . A priori 
error bounds are derived for the accuracy of simple product form estimates 
based on disregarding the loss probabilities. The results support practical 
engineering and seem promising for extension. 
Keywords Transmission system * Loss probability * product form estimates * 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Motivation 
Queueing network modeling has become a generally accepted tooi to evaluate the 
performance of transmission systems in computer and communication networks 
([1],I3],[6]). Unfortunately, simple closed form expressions are generally 
destroyed by practical phenomena such as message losses. Such losses may 
naturally arise form resource contentions, time-slotting, transmission errors 
or link failures. 
In present-day digitized Communications technology, however, the effect of 
these features is more and more reduced by special protocols (e.g. for t r a n s -
mission error corrections) and extremely large capacities (e.g. of optical 
fibres). For evaluation purposes, it thus seems appealing to ignore these 
losses so as to provide simple approximations. Clearly, such approximations 
can be expected to be reasonable only when losses will not occur too frequent-
ly, tha t is when the loss probabilities are small. In this light, the approxi-
mations should primarily be seen as f irs t indicators of orders of magnitude 
rather than as accurate estimates. Nevertheless, the results do seem of prac-
tical interest for quick evaluation purposes a t low computational expense. 
However, no formal justification for such approximations seems to be avail-
able. 
Objective 
This paper, aims to provide a f irs t step in this direction. To this end, it 
studies a two-stage transmission delay structure with multiple input and out-
put (store and forward) delay facilities (buffers) and s ta te dependent t r a n s -
mission loss probabilities. Though clearly too simplistic and abstract for 
direct application in realistic situations, the store and forward structure 
studied can be seen as a typical generic component of more complicated real is-
t ic packet or circuit switching Communications networks. Particularly, i t in-
volves the essential feature of s ta te dependent loss probabilities. In this 
light the paper aims to illustrate how one can provide formal support for sim-
plifying assumptions in practical Communications engineering. 
Resul ts 
Simple analytic error bounds will be provided for the accuracy of a product 
form estimate based on ignoring these s ta te dependent losses. The error bounds 
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are derived along the lines of a recently outlined approach using so-called 
bias-terms of Markov reward structures (cf. [8]). The actual verification of 
the conditions, however, requires special technical details (e.g. see lemmas 
3.1 and 3.2), which form the main body of the paper, which have not been dealt 
with bef ore. 
For clarity of the essential steps involved, the proof will f irst be 
restricted to the single buffer case with only one input and output delay 
facility. The proof for the multi buffer-situation will then be argued as an 
immediate extension. 
The organization is as follows. In section 2 the model is presented and 
motivated in some more detail. Next the product form estimates are proposed. 
Section 3 provides the technical proof for the single buffer case. Section 4 
provides the essential extending steps for the multi-buffer case and 
discusses some variants and possible extensions. 
2. MODEL AND ESTIMATES 
First, in section 2.1, we will present the model under consideration in a 
somewhat abstract manner. More practical motivation of the structure and the 
loss probabilities involved will then be provided in section 2.2, while the 
simple product form estimates will be proposed in section 2.3. 
2.1 Model 
We consider a transmission or communication system which consists of a single 
switch or transmission fabric with multiple input and output delay buffers. 
More precisely, there are M input and associated output buffers (hereafter 
called queues). Packets or messages to be transmitted (hereafter called jobs) 
arrive a t input queue r according to a Poisson process with parameter Xr. This 
queue works a t a first-come-first-served basis with exponential delay (or se r -
vice) parameter /ƒ. After delay a t input queue r , a job (read packet message) 
is transmitted and enters output queue r . This output queue also works a t a 
first-come-first-served basis with exponential delay (or service) parameter 
fxr. The actual switching time at the switch or transmission fabric is hereby 
neglected. 
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However, at switching or transmission from an input to an output queue a job 
may experience a loss. More precisely, let n = (n n ) with nr=(n ,n ) de-
note the number of jobs n and n at the r - t h input and output queue for all 
r. When the system is in s tate n a job from input queue r will then experience 
a loss at transmission with probability 
/3r(n) 
That is, the transmission will fail and the job (read packet or message) is 
said to be lost so that it has to be retransmitted. To this end, various 
retransmission protocols could be in order. For simplicity and also referring 
to remark 4.2.1, we assume that the lost job is instantaneously recirculated 
to the end of input queue r. The loss probabilities, though, should be thought 
of as ra ther small. Say, for some 0 
(2.1) 0 (n) s p (for all r and n), 
where, realistically, 0 is a rather small number, for example of order .17.. 
Further, referring to remark 4.2.3, for simplicity we also assume that the 
system in total and the queues individually have unlimited storage capacity. 
2.2 Practical motivation 
2.2.1 Two (multiple) delay structure 
First let us give some global motivation for a two-stage delay structure. A 
two-stage transmission structure is a typical representative component of so-
called store and forward switching (e.g. Verma, 110]). Herein, a communication 
between endpoints is allowed to be substantiated in intermediate stages with 
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possible random delays at each stage. This type of switching is used, most 
notably, in packet switching for data communication in computer networks, 
where messages are broken up in individual parts or frames that are indepen-
dently transmitted on a store and forward basis. 
But the store and forward switching structure also applies to various more 
classical telecommunications or circuit switching situations, in which rather 
direct connections between end-to-end points, typically at large distance, 
along some virtual path are to be set up. For example, while in classical 
voice communication a channel from each intermediate trunkgroup was occupied 
during the total communication all at the same time, in present day asynchron-
ous transfer modes message transmissions may take place via intermediate 
stages or nodes. 
In particular, a two-stage delay structure directly applies to circuit switch 
models in which the output queues can be seen as the actual transmission 
devices, and thus the delays at an output queue as actual transmission time, 
while the input queues are used to buffer or control the input via an interme-
diate single switch or common input device for all transmission devices. This 
switch, for instance, may work in a time-slotted manner where only one packet 
can be processed per time-slot. In this respect we particularly refer to re-
mark 4.2.2, in which the results that will be derived are rather directly ex-
tended to output queues with multi-channel or infinite server disciplines as 
would be more natural in that case. 
In fact, as per remark 4.2.1, the assumption of first-come-first-served single 
server buffer delays is made as it seems natural in many applications, while 
it takes into account the complication of delays in the strongest manner which 
complicates the technical details of the analysis. 
2.2.2 Packet or message loss probabilities 
Roughly speaking, packet or message losses can be naturally caused by features 
like resource contentions, time-slotting transmission errors, link failures, 
message interactions, randomized channel allocation or external disturbances. 
Generally, losses are likely to be more frequent the more loaded a system be-
comes, though this might not even be expressable purely in a state dependent 
loss probability. 
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Let us briefly present some examples to motivate the analysis. These examples 
are artificial simplifications but they are meant merely to illustrate how 
state dependence can be involved and how it destroys analytical tractibility. 
Example 1: (Time-slotted switch; input dependence) 
Various switch devices work in a time-slotted manner in which only one packet 
(job) can be processed per time-slot. As multiple input queues may place a 
transmission request during one and the same time slot, this may lead to col-
lisions and lost transmission requests. More precisely, let A represent the 
duration of one time-slot and assume that a transmission request, say of queue 
r, during a time-slot is succesful only if none of the other queues has r e -
quested during that same time-slot. Assuming no further causes for losses, the 
loss probability will then take the form: 
£ r(n) = 1 - exp[-A E I k uk] r
 k#r (n >0) 1 
An exact (product form) solution for the steady s ta te distribution ir(n) now 
applies if (and only if): \i = \i = ... = j * (see [9]), while without this 
condition no exact expression appears to be available. 
Example 2: (Memory module; output dependence) 
In computer network Communications the actual processing of jobs may from time 
to time require brief communication with some memory device such as to r e -
trieve or store data. But also to s t a r t processing of a job this memory device 
can be needed such as for labeling or addressing the job. As memory devices 
can usually handle only one job a t a time this may give conflicts which lead 
to losses. As a somewhat artificial simplification, assume that a busy output 
k 
queue k uses the memory device during a small fraction w of i ts time and that 
an actual transmission from an input to an output queue is possible only if 
none of the output queues is currently using the memory device. In s ta te n and 
assuming no other causes for failures, a transmission of an arbi trary input 
queue r will then fail with loss probability 
^
^(n) = 1 - n (1 - wk) 1 k 
k <n : 
An exact (product form) solution for the steady state distribution it(n) now 
1 2 N 
applies if (and only if): w = w = ... = w , (see [9]), while without this 
conditions no exact expression appears to be obtainable. 
Example 3: (Transmission e r rors ) 
The switching or transmission of a single packet may be subject to an error, 
say even with s ta te independent error probability p. However, the detection of 
this er ror and its delay consequence af ter 'receiving a negative acknowledge-
ment will typically depend on the loads a t the queues. Also, the quality of 
error correction mechanisms usually depend on actual loads. For example, in 
the "backward error correction mechanism" (see [10], chapter 5), a fixed num-
ber of overhead slots is reserved for correcting errors . With higher loads, 
more consümption of these overhead slots takes place so that incorrected 
er rors remain incorrected more frequently. 
2.2.3 No product form expressions 
Simple product form expressions, as per the statements in examples 1 and 2 
above, seem to be restricted to very special situations. These statements were 
based on reversibility arguments.Let us consider a more extreme situation to 
provide intuitive insight in why s ta te dependence will generally destroy 
product form expressions. As per [2], as well as many other related referen-
ces, such expressions are directly related to notions of partial balance, in 
this case: "balance per station or queue", requiring tha t in any s ta te the 
flow out of a queue has to be equal to the flow into that queue. Now consider 
the simple s tructure 
with M = 2 and assume that 
P2( - f ° 
if n = 0 
1 
otherwise . 
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That is, transmissions from input queue 1 are given str ict priority over queue 
2. Then, in a s ta te with n >0, at input queue 2 we would have: 
the f low out of input queue 2 = 0 
the f low into that input queue > O (Poisson arrival ra te X ). 
The station or queue balance principle thus fails at input queue 2, so that, 
as per l i terature, the system cannot have an explicit product form expression. 
2 — 
If rather than 1 in /3 (n) one would read any small £>0, the same balance in-
consistency would essentially remain, thus prohibiting a product form. 
2.3 Simple product form est imates 
We wish to evaluate the mean response times, that is the mean time of delay 
that jobs experience in the system for the various input/output connections, 
denoted by Wr for the r - t h connection. By virtue of Little 's law and the f act 
that jobs always get eventually through, we can compute w ' by 
Lr = ArWr 
where L is the mean number of jobs in the r - t h input/output connection. As 
the steady s ta te distribution has no general simple expresion from which L r 
can be computed when losses are involved, we first consider the system without 
losses. 
Case 1 (No losses; 3=0) When losses do not actually occur, tha t is when 3=0 
can be substituted in (2.1), the steady s ta te distribution exhibits the 
product form, with p = X/\i and p r = X/JLI : 
r r 
(2.2) ir(n) = ^ [1-p^f1 [l-p^f1 [p\\ l [p^J 2 
reflecting that both the various input/output connections and the input/output 
queue per r - t h connection can be regarded as statistically independent with 
each queue as a single server system. As a particular consequence, the mean 
total number in the r - t h connection is readily concluded as: 
(2.3) L r = E- n(n) [nr+nr] = p 7 ( l - p r ) + p r / ( l - p r ) . 
n 1 2 1 " l "2 2 
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Case 2 (Losses) When state dependent losses can arise, as per the illus-
tration and insight in section 2.2, a simple explicit expression for the 
steady s ta te distribution and consequently the mean number of jobs at the 
queues is not generally available. But, as the loss probabilities can be small 
in realistic situations, say of order .17. or less, it thus seems appealing to 
use the above expressions for the case without, losses as approximate values. 
More precisely, let L denote the mean number of jobs in the r - th input/output 
connection for the system with losses. To justify this practical approxima-
tion, the objective of this paper is then tó provide (a priori) error bounds 
on: 
L' - L" 
3 . E r ro r bound: single buf fe r case 
This section restr icts to the single buffer case, that is with a single input 
and single output queue. The essential steps are hereby better highlighted 
while essential complications are covered which can directly be extended to 
the multiple buffer case as will be presented in the next section. 
We will essentially apply a general approximation or perturbation theorem from 
18] but the presentation will be kept self-contained as most of the technical 
details concern the verification of the conditions which are new and which in-
volve special technicalities that have not been dealt with bef ore 
D -
p(n(.n2l 
As only one input/output connection is considered, simplify the notation to n 
= ( n , n ) denoting the number of jobs n at the input and n at the output 
1 2 1 z 
queue and suppress the superscript r in all notation, e.g. write L for L . 
Further, an expression for the system with losses (case 2) is denoted with an 
upper bar symbol, such as n and P, while no symbol is used for the system 
without losses (case 1), such as ir and P. The symbol "(-)" is used when an ex-
pression is to be read for both cases. 
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In order to compare the underlying continuous-time Markov chains in a conve-
nient recursive manner, we will f i rs t apply the wellknown step of the unifor-
mization (e.g. [5] or [7]). To this end, let h = (A+jx +JI )" and define dis-
crete-time Markov chains, in correspondence with the continuous-time descrip-
tions, with transition probabilities p ([n ,n ] , [n ' ,n ' ] ) for a transition 
from [n ,n J into I n ' . n ' ] by: 
(3.1) 
(-) p ' ü n ^ ' U ^ + l . n ^ ) = hA 
(-) p ( t n i , n 2 U n i , n 2 - l ] ) = h ^ l { n > o ) 
2 
p([n n l.[n - l . n + l l ) = b ^ ,
 > 0 ) 
1 
p ( I n i , n 2 ] , [ n i - l , n 2 + l ] ) = b ^ l ^ [ l - f H n ^ ) ] 
Vlln^Un^) = 1 -
 E ( n ^.„./p^tn^Un;.^]) 
1 2 1 2 
where 1 = 1 if event A is satisfied and 0 otherwise. Further, also define 
(-) 
<-), (-) ( 3
-
2 )
 W V - lVn2] + ^ ,m , P'([n i.n2],[m i,m2]) V ^ . n y 
1' 2 
for all (n ,n ) and t s 0 while V (n ,n ) = 0 for all (n ,n ). 
1 2 0 1 2 1 2 
Then by virtue of this uniformization technique (e.g. [7], p.110) we can con-
clude: 
(-) (-) 
(3.3) L = lim ^ V (l ,1 ) 
N-X» N N 1 2 
for arbi t rary initial s ta te il ,1 ). This la t ter relation enables us to prove 
the following main result based on the technical lemmas 1 and 2 that will be 
presented below. 
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Theorem 3.1 
w i t h 
L - L I * 0 C L 0 
- 1 
C = [ n ^ - X H f i j - A ] " 1 ^ 2 " X 1 
L/3 = ^ i ^ ^ x 1 " 1 * p 2 [ 1 " p 2 r l ; ( P f ^ l ^ d - P l l ï P ^ ) 
(-) (-) 
Proof First we define operators T and T for arbitrary functions f by: 
(3.4) 
(-) 
T f = f 
o 
(-) ( - ) ( - ) 
T f = T T f (k = 0,1,2, . . . ) 
k + l k 
( - ) 
T f ( n i ( n 2 ) = E I m m i V ü n >nJ,[m,mJ) f(ra ,m ) [ m , m i 1 2 1 Z 1 2 
1 2 
Then from (3.2): 
(3.5) (W iW = 
(T vK-rT W ¥ » ' -
(T
-
T)VN-! ( W + ""VrVi* V.} • 
N - l ^ T T (T-T)V tf ,1 ) + T (V -V ) (l ,1 ). 
*" k=0 k M-k-1 1 2 N 0 0 1 2 
where the latter expression follows by iteration. Now f irst note that the last 
term in the right hand side is equal to O as V (.) = V (.) = O. Further, from 
o o 
(3.1) and (3.4) we conclude for arbitrary t and (n ,n ): 
(3.6) (T-T)Vt(ni,n2) = 
jhX V^+l.n, ) + 
12 
h
 V<„ >0> I1^ (ni 'n2 )1 W ^ V " + ^ . X O V W 1 1 2 
[l-hA-h^l^^U-p^.n,)] - h V u ^ o J V W } 
{ h A V t ( n i + l . n 2 ) + h l i 2 l < B i < o ) V t ( n i - l . n a + l ) + 
[l-hX-hM l l< n i > 0 >-hM2 l{ n 2 > 0 >]v t(n i ,n2)} h fx 1 V (n ,n ) + 
* 2 { n >o> 2 1 2 
2 
h fx 1 p*(n ,n ) [v (n ,n ) - V (n - l , n +1)1. 
*1 <n >0)^ l ' 2 L t 1 2 t 1 ' 2 J 
By also noting that the operators f are monotone operators (i.e f f < T g 
provided f s g componentwise) from (2.1) and lemma 3.1 below with C - C , we 
conclude that uniformly in k and for any initial s ta te (l ,1 ): 
(3.7) | f (f-T)V (1,1 ) \ < P C T 9(1,1) 
1
 k N-k-1 1 2 ' — k 1 2 
where $ is def ined by 
(3.8) *(n ,n ) = [n +n ] 
1 2 1 2 
Further by lemma 3.1 below with L 0 given by Theorem 3.1, 
p 
(3.9) Tfc * (0,0) s L ( k s 0) 
Combining (3.5), (3.7) and (3.9) yields: 
(3.10) | ( V V N ) ( 0 , 0 ) I s P C I kli Tk * ( 0 '0 ) s P N C Lp 
As this inequality holds for arbitrary N, relation (3.3) with (t,t) = (0,0) 
completes the proof of the theorem. o 
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Lemma 3.1 With 
h = [A+f^+H,,]"1 
C2 = [ h ^ - A ) ] " 1 
Ct = [hij» +fi2-X)] IWHj-X)]"1 [h(p2-X)]_1 
for all (n ,n ) and t^O we have: 
(3.11) l A 3 V t ( n i , n 2 ) = V t ( V 1 , n 2 + 1 ) " Vt (ni'n2}J * ( V n 2 ) C i 
(3.12) 0 * A2 V t(ni,n2) = V t ( n A + l ) - V ^ ) s ( 1 + n ^ ) ^ 
(3.13) 0 s A V (n ,n ) - V (n +l,n ) - V (n ,n ) s (1+n )C + n C 
Proof (3.11) follows from (3.12) and (3.13) by 
(3.14) V t (n 1 - l .n 2 +l ) - V j n ^ ) = 
[ V t ( n i - l , n 2 + l ) - V t ( n r l , n 2 ) ] - i V ^ . n ^ V ^ - l , ^ ) ] 
and noting that C sC . 
2 1 
To prove (3.12) and (3.13) we will apply induction on t. As V (...) = 0, 
(3.12) and (3.13) trivially hold for t=0. Assume that (3.12) and (3.13) hold 
for t s m. Then by virtue of (3.2) we can write: 
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(3.15) A„ V ( n . n ) 
2 m+1 1 2 
{'»• +n +1] + hXV (n + l , n +1) + 2 m 1 2 
hu 1, „, V (n - l , n +2) + h u i „v V (n ,n ) + 
^ 1 <n > 0 ) m 1 2 ^ 2 <n >0> m 1 2 
1 2 
hu 1
 n x V (n O) + [l-hX- h u l , - h u l V (n ,n + 1 ) \ 
" 2 <n = 0 } m l [ 1 <n > 0 ) 2J m 1 2 J 
{ " . +n ] + hXV (n +l ,n ) + 2 m 1 2 
hu 1, , V (n - l , n +1) + h u i , „, V (n ,n -1) + 
* 1 <n > 0 ) m 1 2 ^ 2 <n > 0 ) m l ' 2 
1 2 
k" , 1 , „v v <n >°> + | l -hX- hu 1 -hu 1 V (n ,n )]• 
2 <n = 0 } m l |_ 1 <n > 0 ) ^ 2 j m 1 2 J 
1 + h X A V (n +l,n ) + 
2 m 1 2 
hu 1 , A V (n - l , n +1) + hu 1, A V (n ,n -1) 
* 1 <n > 0 } 2 m 1 2 * 2 <n >0> 2 m l ' 2 
1 2 
h u
 1, „ J v (n ,0)-V (n ,0) 1 + Fl-hX-hu 1 ^n - h u l A V ( n , n ) 
^ 2 {n = 0 ) m l m l 1 <n > 0 } 2 l 2 m 1 2 
2 L J L i J 
where the last fifth term is indeed equal to 0 but kept in for clarity. By 
substituting the lower estimate O from (3.12) as per induction hypothesis for 
t=m we inunediately verify the lower estimate O in (3.12) also for t=m+l. In 
order to conclude the upper estimate in (3.12) for t=m+l, by substituting the 
upper estimate from (3.12) for t=m in (3.15), af ter cancelling terms we re-
quire: 
(3.16) 1 + hXC - hu C s 0 
2 2 2 
which in turn is satisfied provided C £ [h(u -X)]~. Similarly, by (3.2) 
again: 
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(3.17) A V (n ,n ) 1 m + l l ' 2 
{'»• + n 2 + l ] + 
hA V (n+2 ,n J + hu 1
 sn% V (n n +1) + hu,1 n x V (O.n +1) 
m 1 2 1 <n >0> m 1 2 ^ 1 <n = 0 } m 2 
hu ,l, .„ i v (n + l , n -1) + [ l - hA - hu - hu 1 „ 1 V (n .n +1)1 
'. <n >0) m 1 2 [ * 2 <n >0>J m 1 2 J 
{ I n i + n 2 1 + 
hA V (n + l ,n„) + hu 1 V (n - l , n +1) + hu 1 V (O.n ) + 
m 1 2 *1 <n >0> m 1 2 * 1 <n =0 ) m 2 
hu 1 „ V (n ,n -1) + [ l - hA - hu - hu 1, j V (n , n ) | 
! <n >0> m 1 2 ^ ^ 1 ^ 2 <n >0>J m 1 2 ƒ 
1 + h A A V (n + l ,n ) + 1 m 1 2 
hu 1 , A V (n - l , n +1) + hu 1, „ A V (0,n ) + 
* 1 { n >0) 1 m 1 2 ' t <n = 0 } 2 m 2 
hu 1 , A V (n ,n -1) + 
* 2 <n >0> 1 m 1 2 
2 
1 - hA - hu - hu 1, 
^1 * 2 {n >0> 2 \ W^ 
Here, note that the fourth term involves a A rather than A -term. However, 
2 1 
by substituting the lower estimates 0 from (3.12) and (3.13) for t=m, as per 
hypothesis, we immediately verify the lower estimate 0 in (3.13) also for 
t=m+l. By substituting the upper estimates from (3.12) and (3.13) for t=m, the 
upper estimate from (3.13) is concluded also for t=m+l if 
(3.18) 1 + hA|l+n +l+n 1 c + hu 1 J n C + (1+n )C 1 + 
L 1 2J 1 * 1 <n >0>[ 1 1 2 2] 
hu,1 „, ( l+n ) C + hu 1 , n J ( l + n )C + (n - D e l + 
^ 1 <n = 0 ) 2 2 2 {n >0> 1 1 2 2 
1 2 L J 
[l-hA-hu -hu 1 | [ ( l + n )C + n C 1 s | ( l+n )C + n C 1. 
[ *1 ^ 2 {n >0}J [ 1 1 2 2 j [ 1 1 2 Zj 
This holds when 
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(3.19) 1 + hX C + hu 1 fC -C ] + hu 1 [C -C ] £ O 
1 1 <n >0) 2 1 *1 <n =0> 2 1 
which in turn is satisf ied by: 1 + hji C s (fyi -hX) C as guaranteed with » 
sign by C =(n +fi -X)[(JX -X)(u-X)h]" . The proof of the lemma is completed by 
induction. o 
Lemma 3.2 For all k: 
Tfe * (0,0) £ L p 
Proof Consider the process where 0(n ,n ) = p for all (n ,n ) and let S and 
S be the corresponding one-step and k-step expectation operators as defined 
by (3.1) and (3.4) for f and f with £(.,.) = £ for all (n ,n ). The proof 
will involve three steps. 
Step 1 First we will prove that for all k: 
(3.20) f f(0,0) s S f(0,0) 
k k 
for any function f(n ,n ) such that 
(a) A f (n ,n ) = f (n +l,n )-f (n ,n ) a 0 
1 1 2 1 2 1 2 
(3.21) (b) A f(n ,n ) = f(n ,n +l)-f(n ,n ) s 0 
2 1 2 2 2 1 2 
(c) A f(n ,n ) = f(n - l ,n +l)-f(n ,n ) s O. 
To this end, from (3.4) we obtain as in (3.5): 
(3.22) (f, -S ) f(0,0) = Y*~* f (T-S)S,
 4 f(0,0). 
k k ^ = 0 t k-t-1 
However, by comparing (3.1) for the original process (for ï") and the modified 
process with £(.,.) = p (for S) where p a J3(n ,n ) for all (n ,n ) we also 
derive for any function g and s ta te (n ,n ): 
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(3.23) (T-S)g(n ,n ) 
1 2 
h
 ^ » > { [ 1 " * { , V n a ) ] « ( V 1 ' V 1 ) + ^W^'V^} 
h
 ^1
1<„i>o){[1-p]g(n1-1'V1) + »<»».»,>} 
h
 V ^ x u H v V ] [ g t ^ - l . n ^ D - a d i ^ n , ) ] . 
Recalling that T is a monotone operator, (3.20) is now concluded from (3.22) 
and (3.23) provided (3.21) also holds with f replaced by (S f), where f itself 
satisfies (3.21), for all t ^ O . 
(Proof of (3.21) for Sp 
This will follow by induction on t. As S f=f by assumption it applies for 
t=0. Suppose (3.21) holds for t=m with f replaced by S f, As 
(3.24) Ax g t n ^ ) = A2 g(nx,n2) - Ag g f o ^ l , ^ ) 
for arbi t rary g, (3.21a) with f replaced by (S f) is shown by verifying 
m+l 
(3.21b) and (3.21c) with f replaced by (S f). To this end, we derive simi-
m+l 
larly to (3.15): 
(3.25) A (S f ) (n ,n ) 
2 m + 1 1 2 
= S(S f ) (n ,n +1) - S(S f ) ( n ,n ) 
m 1 2 m 1 2 
- h X A ( S f ) ( n + l , n ) + hu 1 „ J l - p l A J S f ) ( n - l , n + 1 ) + 2 m 1 2 ^ 1 <n >0> 2 m 1 2 
h u l „ A (S f ) ( n , n -lJ+Tl-hX-hu 1, [l-fi] - | i l , 
^ 2 <n >0> 2 m 1 2 I * 1 ( n > 0 > ^ * 2 <n >0) 
2 L 1 2 
A (S f ) (n ,n ). 
2 m 1 2 
The induction hypothesis A (S f) £ 0 thus implies A (S f) £ 0, that is 
2 m 2 m+l 
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(3.21b) for f replaced by (S f). Similarly, 
m+1 
(3.26) A (S f ) ( n ,n ) 
3 m + 1 1 2 
S(S f ) ( n - l . n +1) - S(S f ) ( n ,n ) 
m 1 Z m 1 2 
h X A S f (n +l .n ) + h u i Al-p) A (S f ) ( n - l . n + 1 ) + 
3 m 1 Z 1 \ n >1> 3 m 1 2 
h
^ 1
1 < n i = 1 >
l l
-
P l S f ( 0 , n + l ) - S f ( 0 , n + l ) l + h u 1 + m 2 m 2 * 2 <n >0> J 2 
V s m f ) ( w 1 } + h ' i 2 1(n 2=o)h (V ) ( nr1- )] + 
[ l - h X - h u ^ ^ I l - p l - h u J A 3 ( S m f ) ( n i . n a ) 
where we note that the third term is indeed equal to 0 while the fifth invol-
ves a -A term. The induction hypothesis A (S f) £ 0 and A (S f) £ 0 thus 
1 3 m l m 
imply also A (S f) £ 0, that is (3.21c) with f replaced by (S f). By in-
3 m+1 m+1 
duction we can thus conclude that (3.21) holds for f replaced by S f for all t 
and f satifying (3.21). As argued, this in turn completes the proof of (3.20) 
for all k and f satisfying (3.21). 
Step 2 Next, we will inductively show that for any f satisfying (3.21): 
(3.27) S f(0,0) * S f(0,0) (k £ 0). 
k k+1 
For k = 0, (3.27)is satisfied by the identity: 
(3.28) (S f)(0,0) = Ah f(l,0) + [l-Xh] f(0,0) * f(0,0). 
Suppose tha t (3.27) holds for k s m and all f satisfying (3.21). Then by 
recalling, as proven above, that (3.21) also holds with f replaced by (Sf)=S f 
provided f satisfies (3.21), (3.27) is inductively proven by: 
(3.29) (S f-S f)(0,0) = (S -S )(S f)(0,0). 
m+2 m+1 m+1 m 
Step_3 To f inalize the proof of the lemma, now note that f = 4, with *(n ,n ) 
= [n +n ] as def ined in theorem 
1 2 
(3.20) with (3.27) yields for all k: 
i  t  3.1, satisfies (3.21). Consequently, combining 
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(3.30) T *(0,0) =s S $(0,0) £ S *(0,0) s lim S *(0,0) = LQ 
k k k+1 k-X» k p 
where L„ is the mean total number of jobs in queues 1 and 2 together, for the 
system with constant loss probability 0(n ,n ) = 0. However, as this system 
exhibits the product form expression (2.2) with p replaced by p » 
Xlli (1-0)]" , L 0 is given accordingly by (2.3), which completes the proof of 
lemma 3.2. o 
As a special application of Lemma 3.2 also a relative error bound of the 
unknown quantity L can be concluded. 
Theorem 3.2 With C as in theorem 3.1 
(3.31) l L - L l 0 c 
L (1 _ P) 
Proof Almost identically to (3.20)-(3.26) one can also show 
(3.32) T f (0,0) £ T f(0,0) 
k k 
As only difference (3.23) is to be replaced by (also see (3.6)): 
(3.33) (T - T) ,g(n ,n > = 
h
 " i V ^ o ) P ^ . n ^ g ^ - l . n ^ l ) - g(n i fn2)] . 
By combination of (3.20) and (3.23) we then observe that 
(3.34) L - lim T *(0,0) s L = lim. T 4(0,0) s L 0 - lim S *(0,0). 
k-»oo k K-*» k 0 k-»oo k 
And thus 
|L - L | „ |L - L | 
£ u ; =*-£ 0 C •%-£ 
L L 
g - s , P 
L nr^T) 
Here the last inequality follows from comparing L„ and L as given in theorem 
3.1 and noting that for arbitrary a,b>0: a/(l-0)+b = (1-0) [a+b(l-0)] s 
(l-0)[a+b]. a 
20 
4. MULTI BUFFER CASE AND OTHER EXTENSIONS 
4.1 E r r o r bound: mut l t i -bu f fe r case. 
Now let us return to the multi-buffer case as described in sections 2.1 and 
2.3 and investigate whether error bounds similar to the single-buffer case of 
section 3 can also be concluded. Indeed this will appear to be possible along 
exactly the same lines. As, as all steps are essentially identical, let us 
only present the key-steps. 
To this end, let e r and e r denote a vector with 0-values allover except for a 
value 1 for the r - t h input respectively output queue. For example, the s ta te 
n-e +e then indicates the s ta te identical to n with one job moved from the 
1 2 J 
r - t h input to the r - th output queue. 
Similarly to (3.1), and now with h = [2 (Ar+fir+fir)]~ • w e then define the 
uniformized discrete-time Markov chains with transition probabilities given 
(-) 
f p (n,n+e r) = h Xr 
(-) 
p ( n , n - e r ) = h ur 1, r v
 z ^2 {n >o) 
2 
(4.1) p(n,n-e +e ) = h fi 1, r , v
 1 2 * i <n >o> 
ï 
p ( n . i i - e % 0 • h | i ' 1 r „ jH3 r (n ) ] 
1 Z 1 in >0> 
(-> (-) 
^p (n,n) = 1 - Z- - p (n,n ') 
n *n 
{ - > 
Then, to ob ta in an error bound on |L -L | we also define functions V for 
taO as in (3 .2) by: 
(-) (-) ( - ) 
(4.2) V ' (n) = [n' + n^] + 2 - , p ( n , n ' ) v ' ( n ' ) 
t+l 1 2 n t 
and conclude by uniformization, for initial s ta te 0 (the zero vector) 
( - • ) . ( - ) 
(4.3) L r = l i m M _ i V * (Ö). 
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The following theorem is then almost identical to theorem J. l . 
Theorem 4.1 
| L r - L r | s P C Lg 
c = ln\ • n\ - x r ] [M; - x1]"1 [^ - xp]" 
L 0 " ^ [l~~P[] + Pr2[1-PT2] <K - A/[nf(l-tf 1; P^ - Ar/u') 
Proof 
Similarly to (3.4) defining operators T, T and f with 
(-) (-) 
(4.4) Tf(n) - Z-, p ( n , n ' ) f (n ' ) , 
(-) 
we derive as in (3.5) and noting that V (.) = 0 
o 
(-) 
•Ji-l 
( - ) ( - ) 
(4.5) (V - V )(0) = E™ * T (T-T) VM , (0). 
N N k=0 k N-k-1 
Further, now by substituting (4.1) and (4.4) we obtain as in (3.6): 
(4.6) ( f - T)V tn) = 2 h u" 1 r „v 0 r(n)[v (n) - V (n-er+e^)l 
t r 1 <n >0) J_ t t 1 2 J 
Essentially the comparison of the two models with and without losses is hereby 
transformed in terms V (.) for only the system without losses. As a conse-
quence, by using lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 below, we conclude as in (3.7)-(3.10): 
(4.7) | ( V N - V J ) ( Ö ) I * P C ï £ J fk *r(Ö) s 0 N C Lf 
so tha t applying (4.3) completes the proof. 
Lemma 4.1 With 
h = Z [\r + £ * nrJ 
r 1 2 
cr = i / - X T V 1 
2 2 
_r
 r r r . .r , r r -yiN-l r r - r . -X . -1 
i = [ fXi + uz ~ ] l f i i " ] [yiz ~ ] 
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we have for all n and t^O: 
(4.8) |ArV (n) = V (n - er + er) - V (n)| * fl + nr + nr]cf 
1
 3 t t 1 2 t ' ^ 1 2j 1 
(4.9) 0 s ArV (n) = V (n + er) - V f5) £ fl + nr + n r ] c r 
2 t t 2 t ^ 1 2J 2 
(4.10) 0 s A"V (n) - V (n + e"") - V (n) s fl + nrlcf + nrCr 
l t t 1 t ^ 1 J 1 1 2 
Proof 
Note that we are now dealing with the system without losses so that 
interdependencies of the various input/output connections is no longer 
involved. The proof for the s-th connection will therefore be almost identical 
to that of lemma 3.1 for the single connection case. To illustrate this and to 
also argue the actual bounds, similarly to (3.15) we can conclude: 
(4.11) A^ V (5) = 
2 m+1 
1 + h 2 \* ArV (ü + e8) + 
s 2 m 1 
h S u* 1 s „ ArV (n - e s + e s ) + 
i * 1 <n >0> 2 m 1 2 
1 
h E »i* 1, » , ArV ( n - e s ) + 
s * 2 <n > 0 ) 2 m 2 2 
h fl"" 1 r 
* 2 {n = 0 ) 
2 
V (n + e r -e1*) - V (i 
m 2 2 
n)l + 
Tl - h S As - h I fi" 1 s - h ï , fi" 1 s „ - h firlAr V (n). 
|_ s s ^1 <n >0> «*r *1 <n >0> * 2 j 2 m 
Here the fifth term in the right hand side is indeed equal to 0 but kept in 
for clarity. Assuming (4.9) for t=m thus directly yields: I V (n) £ 0, while 
2 m+1 
A!V (n) s (l + n1 + n1) C1 provided 
2 m+1 1 2 2 
1 + h \ r Cr - h fir Cr s 0 
2 *2 2 
as satisfied by Cr £ [h(fir-Ar)]_1. As A / ( . ) = 0, induction proves (4.9). 
2 2 2 0 
In the same manner, as in (3.17), we obtain 
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(4.12) ArV (n) -1 m+l 
1 + h E Xs ArV (n + e") + 
• l m 1 
h E n* 1 s^n% A'V (n - e" + e") + 
s 1 { n >0> l m 1 2 
h Z u ^ l s^ n x A*V (n - e*) + h n' 1 r n x A^ V (n) 
• 2 <n >0> 1 m 2 " l <n =0) 2 m 
2 1 
[ l - h Z A s - h E ^ f i S l , « , - h j x - h Efi* 1, • J A V r(n). 
s « * r ^ l {n >0> ' T S ^ 2 {n >0)l 1 m i- i 2 J 
Here we note that indeed the fifth term in the right hand side has a Ar 
- ra ther than A -term. By assuming ArV «tO and ArV stO we would directly conclude 
ArV 5=0. By assuming the upper estimate from (4.9) and (4.10) for t=m, as in 
1 m+l 
(3.18) and (3.19) we would also conclude 
ArV (n) £ (1+n +n )Cr 1 m+l 1 2 1 
provided 
1 + h XrCr + h fir 1 r , [Cf-Cf] + h iiT 1 r , [Cr-(f] s O. 
1 " l {n >0> 2 1 *1 <n =0) 2 1 
This is satisfied with = sign by: Cr = (|ir+(ir-Xr)[((ir-Xr)(^r-Ar)h]" and C 
= lh(Mr-Ar)]_1. As ArV (.)=0 and ArV (.)=0, induction proves (4.10). Inequal-
2 1 0 2 0 
ity (4.8) finally, follows from (4.9) and (4.10) similarly to (3.14). o 
Lemma 4.2 With 
* (n) = n r + n 
1 2 
P\ = x^cwni. P\ - xfö 
LJ = PV(I - -P\) * PV(I - P\) 
we have for all k: 
(4.13) f $r(6) £ Lra. 
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Proof Consider the process with |3r(n) = £ for all r and n and let the corre-
sponding one-step and k-step transition operators as defined by (3.4), (4.1) 
and (4.4) be denoted by S and S . 
k 
Also, define H as the class of functions f such that for all i: 
(a) Ajf(H) = f(n + e r) - f(ii) a 0 
(4.14) (b) Arf(n) = f(n + e r) - f(n) £ 0 
2 2 
(c) Arf(n) = f(n - e r + e r) - f(H) s 0 
3 1 2 
Then as in the proof of lemma 3.2 the proof will follow in two steps showing 
that for any feH: 
(4.15) T f(0) s S f(0) (k&0) 
k k 
(4.16) S f(0) £ S f(0) (k*0) 
k k+1 
The proof is then completed by noting 
(4.17) 
r l i m S f ( 0 ) = L„ k-*o k 0 
* (n) = n + n e H 
1 2 
Step 1 (Proof of (4.15)) As in (3.22) 
(4.18) (f, -S ) f(Ö) = Z*"1 f (f-S) S f(Ö). 
k k t=0 t t-k-1 
By comparing the transition probabilities (4.1) with s ta te dependent loss p ro -
babilities £(.,.) and with s ta te independent loss probabilities £(.,.) = £, we 
obtain as in (3.23): 
(4.19) (f-S) f(n) = 2 t h tf l<nr>0>[p - Pfi)l ff ( n - e ' V ) - f(H)j. 
Noting that f is a transition and thus monotone operator, inequality (4.15) 
25 
would thus be proven by (4.18) and (4.19) provided for all t: 
(4.20) S f e H for any f € H. 
To prove (4.20), let f e H and assume that (4.19) holds for t = m, that is 
(4.14)(a),(b),(c) with f replaced by S f. Then by proving (4.14)(b), (c) with 
m 
f replaced by (S f) we have also shown (4.14)(a) as by (3.24). 
m+l 
To prove (4.14)(b) with f replaced by (S f), we conclude as in (4.11) and 
m+l 
(3.25): 
(4.21) A'(S f)(n) -
2 m+l 
h E A V ( S f)(n+e s) + 
s 2 m 1 
h S n* 1 s Ar (S f)(nV+e") + 
s 1 <n >0> 2 m 1 2 
h Z nl 1 s
 M% A^ (S f)(n-e°) + 
s 2 {n >0) 2 m 2 
2 
[l - h E X" - h ï M! 1, •
 ft. " h S . I*" 1, • - h »I'1A'(S f)(n) B s " l <n >0> «*r "2 <n >0> 21 2 m u
 1 2 J 
so that substitution of Ar(S f)aO directly yields Ar(S f)iO. Similarly, to 
2 m 2 m+l 
prove (4.14)(c) with f replaced by (S f), we conclude as in (4.11) and 
m+l 
(3.26): 
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(4.22) AV(S f ) (n) = 
3 m+1 
h Z XsAr (S f ) ( n + e r ) + 
s 3 m 1 
h Z fx8 1 s X (S f) (n - e" +e") + 
s l < n > l > 3 m 1 2 
h Z n' 1 s „ X ( S fHÜ - e") + 
s ^ 2 { n > 0 ) 3 m 2 
2 
hZ ti' IE „J(S f)(n-e") - (S f)(n)1 + 
s 2 <n = 0 > L m 1 m J 
h Z M" 1, * J ( S f) (n-e"+e") - (S f ) (n-e"+e*) l 
s ^ l < n = l ) L m 1 2 m 1 2 J 
[1 - h Z Xs - h Z
 l i s l / s ^ - h Z M8J < (S f)(n). 
s s 1 {n >0) s 2 3 m 
1 
Here the fifth inequality is equal to 
h Z £ 1
 s n [-A8 (S f)(n - e")l. 
s 2 <n =0> |_ 1 m I J 
By substituting Ar(S f)£0 and AS(S f)aO for all s as per induction assumption 
3 m l m 
we have thus shown Ar(S f)sO. By induction we have thus proven (4.20) for 
3 m+l 
all t , which as argued implies (4.15). 
Step 2 (Proof of (4.16)) For k=0 and feH we have 
(4.23) (Sf)(ö) = h Z Xr f(ö+e r) + [1 - h Z XrJ f(ö) 
r 1 r 
= h Z Xr [f ( ö V ) - f(ö)] + f (ö) £ f(ö). 
r 1 
Now assume that (4.16) holds for ksm. Then by recalling as in (3.29) 
(S f - S f)(ö) - (S - S )(Sf)(ö) 
m+2 m+l m+l m 
and noting that (Sf) = (S f )eH for any feH, as per the above proof for (4.19), 
induction completes the proof of (4.16) for all feH, and thus by (4.16) the 
proof of lemma 4.2. D 
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Similarly to theorem 3.2 relative error bounds can also be provided as based 
on theorem 3.1 and the above steps (4.15) and (4.16): 
Theorem 4.2 With L r and C as in theorem 4.1 we have: 
| L r - L ' | 
Lr 
s ( i - ^) c (4.22) 
4.2 Further extensions 
1 Retransmission protocol The retransmission protocol of recycling lost 
packets or messages to the end of the input queue is just one possible realis-
tic protocol. As exponential assumptions are made, the same error bounds apply 
if losses are recycled into the input queue at the front or in any other ran-
domized manner. As another extreme case, losses or errors may lead to a "real 
loss" or system departure. In that case, all derivations are almost identical 
and would give the same error bounds. As only difference in (3.6) and (4.6) we 
would then obtain A rather than A -terms and lemmas 3.1 and 4.1 could be re-
2 3 
stricted accordingly. As another possibility, retransmission can take place at 
another speed than fx . Similar results can 
would require a more detailed state description. 
then still be derived but these 
2 Other multi-buffer modelling/finite source input A multiple buffer or 
source input could also have been modeled by assuming an inf inite server type 
input queue. The same steps could then be performed with related error bounds. 
The FCFS-case as studied herein though, is more complicated (e.g. in the 
inf inite server case lemma 3.1 would apply with merely the constants C and C 
in the right hand sides of (3.11)-(3.13) and is more sensitive to the effect 
of losses. 
3 Finite capacity constraints As for the proofs and the error bounds, also 
capacity limitations for the input and output queues can be imposed. As 
difference, though, no simple product form estimates would then apply by 
ignoring losses. 
28 
4 Dif ferent inpu t /ou tpu t connections Rather than M fixed input/output 
connections, one may also think of M input queues (or buffers) and M output 
queues, while interaction of different transmission types could then by 
involved. Again, results along the lines of this paper can then be expected 
provided some natural conditions on the interactions are satisfied. 
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